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2,214,091 
of justifying represented by the numeral “4” on 
the Selector de Vice of the machine is the “neu 
tral” or normal range and is Such that the car 
riage Will be advanced at the normal letter-feed 
raite of forty letter Spaces in a four inch line of 
“pica” type. From this it will be seen that the 
numerals “i” “2” and “3” on scale 9, being less 
than the Intimeral “4” represent ranges of justi 
fying by Which a lesser number of letters than 
forty may be so spaced as to fully occupy a nor 
mally forty letter-Space line; and the numerals 
“5” - and “6” on scale il 9, 1 being greater than the 
numeral “4,” represent ranges of justifying by 
which a greater number of letters than forty 
may be typed in a line of forty normal letter 
Spaces. The justifying Scale 9 could be cali 
brated consecutively from the “neutral” cali 
bration to the right and left thereof and thus 
be consistent with the actual justification effect 
obtained in the typewriter of the Dodd patent, 
but such a scale might be confusing to the oper 
ator as there Would be both positive and negative 
Calibrations - of the Salime numerical value. It 
Will be observed that the “neutral” or normal 
range of justifying may be represented by any 
One of the numerals On the Scales 9 and 20, 
providing, of course, that the justifying type 
Writer be correspondingly calibrated; in which 
case that numeral of scale i 9 representing the 
normal range, is set in registry with the numeral 
on Scale i 4 representing the desired line-length 
for the justified copy. 
The justifying rule, so conditioned, is laid along 

the first-typed line of the unjustified copy, as 
shown in Fig. 5, with the zero indicator edge 7 
of the slide i 6 just to the left of the first letter 
in the typed line. By observing the position, 
relatively to the scale 9, of the liast letter of the 
Word ending within the length of this scale, the 
range of justifying for the first retyped line may 
be noted. AS shown in Fig. 5, the last letter of 
that Word is in line with the numeral “4” of 
Scale 9. For convenience to the typist, this last 
letter i may be identified as by canceling same, 
and the reading of scale il 9 is recorded over that 
letter, that is a numeral “4” is marked directly 
OVer the identified letter, as shown in Fig. 6. In 
that the typing of the justified copy is to be at a 
Shorter line length than the , unjustified copy, 
there remains an additional length in the first 
line of the unjustified copy, which length is to be 
incorporated in the second line of the justified 
COO’y. 
The remaining line length of the first line is 

noW recorded on the rule in the following man 
ner, with reference to Fig. 7. The rule is moved 
bodily along the first line until the zero indicator 
edge 7 of slide i 6, still at the zero of scale i 9, 
is just to the left of the first letter of the first 
Word in the remaining line length, as shown in 
phantom in Fig. 7, and, while maintaining this 
position of the body portion f f of the rule, slide 
f6 is moved rightward along the rule until the 
Zero edge 7 thereof is just to the right of the 
concluding letter of the line, that is, to the po 
Sition shown in full line in Fig. 7. 

It will be noted that in this manner, the re 
maining line length of the first line of the un 
justified copy has been recorded on the rule 
preparatory to compieting the measurement of 
the Second justified line. This is done as shown 
in Fig. 8, by aligning the rule in its present con 
dition , With the second line of typing, locating 
the zero edge i just to the left of the first let 
ter thereof. It may be here noted that during 

3 
this procedure, the justifying slide 8 is main 
tained in the same position at all times, that is, 
numeral. “4” of the Scale il 9 thereof is alwayS 
aligned with the numeral on scale 4 represent 
ing the liine length, in the present instance the 
numeral “40.” The last letter of the word end 
ing within the justifying Scale 92 is noted and 
conspicuously marked as aforedescribed, and 
the reading of Scale 9 over this letter is recorded, 
as shown in Fig. 9. It Will be seen, however, that 
this letter is marked With a “3” although the 
last letter is at the “2” calibration of scale I9. 
In other words, “one” has been added to the 
reading of scale i 9 to inject an additional letter 
(WCrd) Space in the justified line, Which Space 
Will occur between the la St Word of the first line 
and the first Word of the Second line, of the un 
justified copy. Fig. 10 shows the manner of re 
cording on the rulle the remainder of the second 
line, the procedure being Similar to that described 
for the remainder of the first line, shown in Fig. 7. 
All the typed lines of the unjustified copy are 
Similarly mea.Suired and marked. 

If the line length in the justified copy is to be 
longer than the average line length in the origi 
Înal typing, the procedure is Somewhat similar to 
that previously described, except that instead of 
recording on the rule a remaining line length as 
ShoWin in Fig. 7, an entire line length is recorded 
on the rule. In this instance the procedure is as 
follOWS: 
With Slide i at Zero and slide i 8 set at the 

desired line length, the rule is laid along the first 
line With the Zero edge í in the position shown 
in Fig. 5. In this instance, however, the slide i 8 
Will be beyond the end of the line. Holding the 
rulle in this position, the slide i 6 is moved along 
the rule Until its : edge i is just beyond the ter 
minal lietter of the iline, that is, to the position of 
slide f shown in full in Fig. 7. The first line of 
the Unjustified copy has thus been recorded on 
the rule and the additional line length required to 
complete the justified line is measured off the in 
itial portion of the Second unjustified line, by po 
Sitioning the rule in its present condition at the 
Second ?line Substantially as shown in Fig. 8. 
The terminal letter of the word ending within 
the Scale 3 will be the last letter in the justified 
line, and this letter is marked and numbered to 
indicate the degree of justification required, sub- 5 
stantially as illustrated in Fig. 9. A similar pro 
cedure is followed for all the succeeding lines of 
the unjustified copy, by first recording on the 
rule, by manipulating the zero indicator slide il 6, 
any One line Or remainder of the line which in 
itself is insufficient.to complete the length of the 
justified line. 

It is necessary that the operator observe a few 
simple rules in combining, in a justified line, the 
remaining portion of one line with a complemen 
tal portion of a Succeeding line in the unjustified 
copy. These rules are briefly as follows: If the 
typeWritten line of the unjustified copy ends with 
a. Word, one letter space is to be added to the 
reading of Scale i 9 in the marking of the termi 
nal letter of that line for justifying. If the line 
of the unjustified copy ends with a hyphen, one 
Space should be dropped; that is, the reading of 
Scale il 9, less one, will be recorded. If the type 
Written line ends with a period, two letter spaces 
should be added to the reading of scale 9. The 
last rule applies as well where the unjustified line 
ends With a comma, colon, semi-colon, or quota 
tion marks. It is to be understood, however, that 
in taking the reading of the scale i 9 the actual 
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letter preceding the punctuation mark is to be 
regarded as the last letter of that line, and not 
the punctuation mark itself. This practice is 
advised as it will eliminate any uncertainity as 
to the limit of the letter-space occupied by the 
punctuation mark. 
In the foregoing is described the procedure 

followed in marking unjustified typed matter for 
justification, at the same time changing the line 
length. Where the samme line , length is to be 
used for the justified copy as was Used for the 
unjustified copy, the justifying rule may be used 
as follows: The zero indicator Slide il 6 is Set at 
zero against the abutment 2; and, With the Zero 
edge. 7 aligned just to the left of the first letter 
of , a typed line, the justifying slide f8 is moved 
along the rule to that position wherein all of the 
typed lines at their right-hand ends terminate 
somewhere within the justifying Scale S, that is, 
at the position where all of the typed lines end 
within a vertical margin bounded by the first and 
last i calibrations of Scale il 9. With the rulle in 
this condition, the justification for each typed 
ime is individually determined, recording the 
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reading of Scale il 9 adjacent each line end, a:S 
previously described. 
The use of the justifying rule for ConWerting 

from one kind of type to another, that is, for 
example, where the unjustified copy is typed in 
“pica” type and the justified copy is to be in 
“elite” type, will now be described. Where an 
exact length of line in the justified COpy is not 
required and the Slight change in line length by 
converting from one kind of type to another is 
immaterial, and it is only required to jUStify the 
typed matter, the procedure is the same as that 
just described for an Unchanged line length, lus 
ing the scale on the rulle correSpording to the 
kind of type in Which the Unjustified matter is 
typed. Where, however, an exact length of line 
in the justified copy is required and a machine 
of a different kind of type is to be uSed, Which 
in itSelf changes the line length, the procedure 
is as folloWS: 
The Zero indicator Slide i 6 is Set at the Zero of 

the line-length scale, and the justifying Slide 8 is 
set so that the numeral “4” is in registry with 
the Intimeral representing the desired line length 
of the jLStifiedi copy, hoWever, LSing the line 
length scale f or i 5 corresponding to the kind of 
type in which the unjustified copy has been 
typed. For example, if it is determined that the 
justified copy is to be done in “elite” type, the 
lines to be of fifty letter-SpaceS in length, and 
the unjustified matter is in “pica” type, the slide 
8 is Set with itS numera “4” in registry With the 

“50” on the “pica” Scale il 4. Thus, the rule is in 
condition for marking off the Unjustified copy for 
justifying. The scale i? which corresponds to 
the kind of type (“pica”) in the unjustified copy, 
is now laid along each line of the Unjustified 
typed matter, proceeding Substantially as pre 
viously described for a changed line length but 
an unchanged kind of type. Each line of the Un 
justified typing, or part thereof is marked off to 
indicate the terminal letterS for the justified line 
and the degree of ju?Stification required. In that 
the required line length for the justified copy has 
been introduced in the rule in Setting same, when 
the justified copy is typed On a justifying machine 
each line Will termiinate at an even right-hand 
margin and the line:S Will ali be Of the preScribed 
length. 

It Will be Seen from the foregoing that the 
justifying rulle constructed in accordance , with 

2,214,091 
the invention, embodies a measuring device that 
is universally adaptable in the justification of 
typed matter, notWithStanding that there may 
be Variations between the line lengths of the Un 
justified and justified copy, that there may be 
different kinds Of type used in the respective 
typed matter, and notWithstanding that the rela 
tive positions of the individual typed lineS in the 
unjustified copy may Vary appreciably. By fol 
lowing a few simple rules of procedure, the typist 
may readily determine the extent of justification 
required for Substantially any typed matter. 
Although in this application, there is Specifi 

cally described, one embodiment Which the in 
vention may asSume in practice, it Will be under 
stood that same is ShoWn for the purposes Of il 
lustration, and that the in Vention may be mod 
ified and embodied in Various Other forms With 
out departing from its spirit or the Scope of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A justifying rule, comprising in combina 

tion, an elongate body, a first line-length, Scale 
graduated in letter Spacings for a certain kind of 
type, a second line-length, Scale graduated in let 
ter Spacings for a different kind of type, Said line 
length Scales being coeXtensi Ve on Said body and 
having coincident Zero pointS, a, Zero indicator 
slide on Said body having pointers i adapted to 
Cooperate With each Of Said line-length, Scales, 
and a, justifying Slide on Said body Slidable to se 
lective line-length positions along Said line 
length Scales, Said justifying slide including a 
first justification-?Índicating Scale adjacent Said 
first line-length, Scale and a second justification 
indicating Scale adjacent Said Second line-length 
Scale, the respective said justification-indicating 
Scales having Calibrations corresponding in 
Spacing to the aSSOCiated line-length, Scale, a cor 
responding calibration of each of said justifica 
tion-indicating Scales being in columnal align 
ment With each Other. 

2. A justifying rule, comprising in combina 
tion, an elongate flat strip, a first line-length 
Scale arranged longitudinally along one face of 
Said strip andi graduated in letter-Spacings for 
a certain kind of type, a, second line-length Scale 
arranged longitudinally along an opposite face 
of Saidi strip and graduated in lietter-spacings for 
a different kind Of type, Said line-length, Scales 
being CoeXtensive on Said strip and having coin 
cident Zer0 pointS, a Zero-indicator slide on said 
strip bearing Zero pointers adapted to cooperate 
With the respective Said line-length scales, and 
a justifying Slide On Said Strip having panels 
oVerlying the Opp?Site faces Of said strip, eacin 
panel bearing a juStification-indicating Scale ad 
jacent the respective line-length scales, the re 
Spective Said justification-indicating scales hav 
ing Calibrations correSpOnding in spacing to the 
aiSSociated line-length, Scalie, a corresponding call 
ibration of each of Said justification-indicating 
Scales being in columnal alignment with each 
Other. 

3. A justifying rule, comprising in combina 
tion, an elOngate flat Strip having abutments at 
each end, a, first line-length scale arranged along 
a longitudinal edge on One face of said strip and 
graduated in letter-spacings for a certain kind of 
type, a second line-length scale arranged along 
an opposite longitUdinal edge and an opposite 
face of Said Strip and graduated in letter-spac 
ings for a different kind of type, said line-length 
Scales being coextensive on said strip and having 
coincident Zero points, a Zero- indicator slide on 
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Said Strip, having panels overlying the opposite 
faces of Said Strip, each panel bearing a Zero 
pointer adapted to cooperate With the respective 
Said line-length scales, º Said Zero indicator slide 
being engageable With One of Said ab UutninentS tO 
register the Zero GinterS, at te Zero Of Said line 
length scales, and a justifying Slide on Said Strip 
having transparent panels overlying the opposite 
faces of Sid Strip, Each panei BeariIrig; a, justifi 
cation-indicatig Scle adjacent the respective 
Said line-eigh Scales, the respective Said justi 
fication-indicating Scales having calibrations 
corresponding in Spacing to the aSsociated-line 
length scale, a, corresponding calibration of each 
of Said justification-indicating Scales being in 
colulinnal alignment With each other, the cali 
brations of said justification-indicating scales 
projecting over the associated line-length, Scale. 

S 
4. A justifying rule, comprising in combina 

tion, an eloingate body having a line-length, Scale 
graduated in letter Spaces arranged along a lOÍ 
gitudinal edge thereof, a slide on Said body in 
cluding a transparent panel presenting a Zero 
indicating line transVerse to said Scale, and a, 
justifying Slide on Said body including a trans 
parent p2 nel having a Series of letter-Spaced 
transVerse lines calibrated to form a justifying 
Scale, each. Cf Saidi panels and the transverse lines 
thereon projecting substantially beyond the line 
length - Scale edge Of Said body So as to Overlie - a 
like of typing, With the rule body disposed along 
the typing line, Whereby a justifying reading 
may be rade through Said panels. 

WILLIAM G. TURQUAND. 
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